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' METHOD. PROCESS. AND SYSTEM FOR SEARCHING FOR AND IDENTIFYING
SOURCES OF GOODS AND/OR SERVICES OVER THE INTERNET

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

5 The present invention generally relates to the design of Web sites and interrelationships

between the Web sites.

Currently, for anyone who has tried to locate specific information or a specific set of

suppliers of a particular good or service over the Internet, a user has to use a typical search

engine, such as, http ://www
.
yahoo .com . http ://www . excite .com or http ://www . lycos .com .

*§P Unfortunately, Internet search engines are unable to ask a series of pointed questions to help a

yy user focus his or her search. Therefore, they must rely on the particular search engine's

algorithm in order to rank the millions of web pages thereby determining the Web sites that

^ best fit a given search term the user has inputted into the search engine. Thus, users typically

UJ select Web sites listed at the top of the list provided by the search engine. Consequently, Web

site designers often design their Web sites with the goal of having their Web site listed at the

I , :

^ top of search engine lists thereby increasing the number of hits to their Web site. However, a
ru

W particular search engine's algorithm is typically a closely guarded trade secret. Nevertheless,

£3
r! most major search engines follow the same general rules.

Generally, a particular search engine's algorithm, at least preliminarily, ranks various

20 web pages based upon the location and frequency of keywords on a web page. For example,

pages containing a particular user search term, the domain name or in the header/title html

tags, are typically more relevant than others to the topic being searched by the user.

Consequently, web pages having a particular search term in the header tag are often assumed

to be more relevant by the search algorithm. Search engines also check to see if a user's

25 search term appears near the top of the page. The search engine's algorithm assumes that any

page relevant to the topic will mention the user's search term in the headline or in the first few

paragraphs of the text.

Frequency is another major factor search engines use to determine relevancy of a web

page to a specific user's search term. A search engine will analyze how frequently keywords

30 appear in relation to other words on a web page. The web pages where the user's search term



appears with a higher frequency are often deemed more relevant than other web pages.

Some search engines utilize other ingredients to further qualify the typical location and

frequency algorithm method described above. One of the most often used fields that are

searched is a Web site's hidden metatags. However, not all search engines read metatags.

Metatags are simply a placeholder for storing information that may or may not be processed

by an HTTP server or indexed by a search engine.

The final main feature most search engines use to rank and display the most relevant

web pages to the user's search query includes an analysis of how pages link to each other. In

this manner, a search engine can better determine what a Web site is about and whether the

Web site deserves a higher ranking. Links to other related Web sites outside of a given Web

site typically result in a higher ranking. Some search engines also screen out attempts by

computer users to build into their Web sites false links, which the Web site designer would

include in an attempt to boost their rankings.

Unfortunately, a person/user attempting to locate goods or services on a particular

topic using a conventional search engine may be successful in locating a few Web sites

corresponding to an insignificant number of the goods and services providers corresponding to

their area of interest. Searching using this technique is very laborious and time consuming,

especially for a professional or business person who needs quick access to information about

various suppliers of goods and services in order to compare the various suppliers and decide

which supplier would best fulfill their needs. Often times, a conventional search will reveal

only two or three suppliers of particular goods, but will not locate the Web sites of many other

commercial suppliers of a good or service whose Web sites may not achieve, for whatever

reason, as high ranking on a particular search engine.

Consequently, there is a significant need for a goods and service directory, which can

easily be located using a conventional search engine. There is also a significant need for the

directory to include numerous links to a variety of goods and services suppliers related to a

particular topic while providing easy and quick navigation to and from any number of supplier

Web sites so that the user can find out more detailed information than that which is provided

by the directory.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention includes a method for a user to identify a supplier of goods or

services over the Internet by providing a home page with at least one link to a directory Web

site for a class of goods or services. The directory Web site includes a directory Web site

domain that at least partially describes a class of goods or services. The directory Web site

also contains at least one supplier link to a corresponding supplier Web site and a rollover

window where the rollover window conveys information about each supplier corresponding to

the. supplier link when the user's cursor is placed substantially over the supplier link. A user

may thus access the home page and select a directory Web site based at least in part on the

directory Web site domain name. The user activates the link to the selected directory Web

site, and selects and activates the supplier link for at least one supplier of goods or services.

Another embodiment of the present invention includes a method to identify a supplier

of good or services over the Internet. The method includes providing an index page displayed

in an initial Internet browser window having a corresponding link to each directory Web site.

The directory Web site comprises a directory Web site domain name that is at least partially

descriptive of a class of goods or services. The directory Web site comprises a corresponding

supplier link to each supplier Web site and a rollover window wherein the rollover window

displays information about the supplier corresponding to the supplier identified by the supplier

link when the user pre-selects the supplier link. The index page and the directory Web site are

configured to allow a user to view the index page; select a user determined directory Web site

and the corresponding link to the user determined directory Web site based at least in part on

the directory Web site domain name; activate the corresponding link to the user determined

directory Web site thereby causing the directory Web site to appear in the internet browser

window link; select a first user determined supplier link for a first supplier of goods or

services; and activate the first user determined supplier link to the corresponding user selected

first supplier link, thereby launching a first supplier internet browser window and displaying

the supplier Web site in the first supplier internet browser window.

Yet another embodiment of the present invention includes a supplier identification and

locator system whereby a user can identify a supplier of goods or services over the Internet

using an Internet browser and by also utilizing a conventional search engine employing a

search algorithm. The supplier identification and locator system of the present invention



includes at least one directory Web site. The directory Web site has a directory Web site

domain name that is at least partially descriptive of a class of goods or services. The directory

Web site includes: a corresponding supplier link to each of at least one supplier Web sites; a

rollover window where the rollover window displays information about the supplier

corresponding to the supplier identified by the supplier link when the user pre-selects the

supplier link; a descriptive title portion substantially corresponding to the description of the

class of goods or services described by the directory Web site domain name; a description of

information regarding the supplier corresponding to each supplier link located substantially

proximate each supplier link; and at least one substantially descriptive metatag. The Internet

browser, the conventional search engine, and the directory Web site allow a user to access the

conventional search engine Web site using the initial Internet browser window; input a search

strategy into the conventional search engine to search for a supplier of a user determined good

or service, initiating the search for a supplier of the user determined good or service; view

ranked result links as analyzed by the conventional search engine's algorithm and displayed by

the conventional search engine; activate a ranked result link corresponding to the directory

Web site corresponding to the user inputted search strategy; pre-select the supplier link for a

supplier of goods or services thereby causing the rollover window to display information

corresponding to the pre-selected supplier link; and activate the supplier link for a supplier of

goods or services thereby launching a subsequent internet browser window and display the

supplier Web site corresponding to the activated supplier link.

Another embodiment of the present invention includes a supplier identification and

locator system whereby a user can identify a supplier of goods or services over the Internet.

The supplier identification and locator system includes a directory Web site with a directory

Web site domain name. The directory Web site domain name is at least partially descriptive

of a class of goods or services. The directory Web site has a corresponding supplier link to

each of at least one supplier Web site; a supplier descriptive portion located substantially

adjacent to the corresponding supplier link; a descriptive title portion substantially

corresponding to the description of the class of goods or services described by the directory

Web site domain name; at least one substantially descriptive metatag; and a rollover window.

The rollover window displays information about the supplier corresponding to the supplier

identified by the supplier link when the user pre-selects the supplier link.



These and other features, advantages and objects of the present invention will be

further understood and appreciated by those skilled in the art by reference to the following

specification, claims and appended drawings.

5 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is the main Internet browser window display showing a layout of a sample home

page/main index of directory listings;

Fig. 2 is an abbreviated main directory page for widgets, a hypothetical good; and

Fig. 3 shows a subsequent window displaying a supplier's Web site while the separate

10 directory Internet browser window remains open.

feisf

^ DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
w
SB As shown in Fig. 1, a homepage or overall goods and services index of directories 4

generally includes a series of goods and/or services descriptive domain names 6a, 6b, 6c, 6d,

if

*¥5 etc., where each domain name is a link to a detailed directory of goods and services that are

described in the domain name 6a, 6b, 6c, 6d. Also included on the index of directories is a

m ranking link 8a, 8b, 8c, 8d, which, when activated, links a user to a web page that provides

W detailed ranking and user hit information corresponding to the related goods and/or services
n
top:

descriptive domain names. This ranking information allows a user to determine how often

20 other users have visited this site or otherwise used the directory. This may be important for

someone searching for a goods or services provider to estimate how useful other users have

found the information. The information may also be helpful to a goods or services provider

who is thinking about purchasing advertising on a given directory of goods or services Web

site 10. More users utilizing the directory of goods and services Web site 10 results in more

25 value to the subscriber because of the increased chance his/her advertisement/listing will be

viewed or his/her company's Web site link 18 will be activated.

One way to identify suppliers of a class of goods or services, according to the

invention, involves utilizing a conventional search engine. In doing so, a user searching for

companies offering particular goods and services would insert a search strategy or term,

30 typically a description of the type of good or service the user is searching for, such as, in this

example, widgets. In this example, a user searching for a widget would insert the descriptive

5



term "widgets" into a conventional search engine, such as, http ://www
.
yahoo .com or

http ://www .excite .com and the search results would, more than likely, reveal a directory

constructed according to the present invention as one of the top ranked sites and provide a link

to the directory, bypassing the home page.

5 A directory, according to the present invention, achieves this high ranking by

advantageously employing related elements in each of the areas where a "typical" search

engine locates relevant information. For example, as shown in Fig. 2, if a user was searching

for widgets, a widgets directory, constructed according to the present invention, employs a

descriptive domain name, such as, http ://www .widgets .com 12. The present invention also

(Jp employs the descriptive term or substantially similar descriptive term in the header 14 as well

as the first paragraph of the text 16. The directory Web site also provides links to the Web

sites of various suppliers who offer goods and services of the type described by the directory

as well as a description of the supplier, including address and phone number and typically a

written description about the supplier and/or the supplier's product(s) 20a, 20b, 20c, etc. Any

£15 type of good or service may be indexed and searched using the present invention. While the

£Q present invention is primarily to be used in connection with offering industrial goods or

services, any goods or services including goods or services such as, art dealers, toys, antiques,

etc., may be indexed according to the present invention as well. Any number of supplier

is :

VtS

iu
i _ ;

i f

links, including a single supplier link, may constitute a directory web site. However,

^ 20 preferably, multiple supplier links are included on a-**^ web site. The links 18a, 18b, 18c,

18d, etc., to various suppliers, are such that when a user's cursor is located over such a link,

prior to activation of the link, the window 22, which can be any suitable size and may or may

not have a border, displays more detailed information regarding the specific supplier of the

goods or services of the directory, including the supplier's logo, without the user having to

25 activate the link and wait for a new internet page to load into their internet browser.

Information about a particular supplier may be displayed using a script language such as,

Java®, JavaScript®, Flash® or other similar computer programming language of script.

Streaming video or steaming audio information can also be conveyed. The rollover window is

preferably located such that it is readily viewable when the user's cursor is at least

30 substantially over any of the links 18 or the description about the supplier 20 on the directory.

If numerous links 18 are listed, more than one rollover window 22 may be utilized such that a

6



rollover window is readily viewable whenever the user's cursor is placed over any of the

links.

The directory web site of the present invention may optionally be tiered. When the

directory Web site is tiered, a first tier section of a supplier link is initially viewable in the

5 Internet browser window and the rollover window area is typically larger than subsequent

lower tiers further down the directory Web site. In this manner, advertising space in the first

tier is at a premium because the supplier links in the first tier are initially displayed to the user

when the directory Web site is accessed and the rollover window is typically larger. Any

number of lower tiers of supplier links extend further down the directory Web site and may be

IP viewed by scrolling down the directory Web site. Applicant presently prefers to use a three-

5 tier system. Optionally, the directory Web site may also contain links to additional directory

jfi Web pages that are subsequent pages of the directory Web site. If there are too many supplier

^ links and other information to be downloaded to the primary directory web site, the Web site

m

01 will take too long to load and some users will not wait until the information is displayed.

5^5 Therefore, links to subsequent directory Web pages of the directory index may be used and are

y useful to add still further supplier links without showing page loading time.

m The surprising result achieved by the synergistic combination of having: a goods and/or

! . ;

S services descriptive domain name; a goods and/or services descriptive term in the header; a
WIS?

N 8

first paragraph of text that discusses the goods and/or services of the directory; the numerous

20 links to Web sites of suppliers who offer goods and/or services of the directory on the first

page of the directory Web site; and the rollover window, is a very content - rich directory

Web site that consistently gets highly ranked by conventional search engines when a user

enters a search strategy substantially corresponding to the description of the goods and services

index by a given directory Web site. The high ranking is due primarily to the repeated use of

25 descriptive keywords in numerous locations and the multiple external links to the Web sites of

suppliers who offer the type of goods or services indexed by the directory Web site.

Optionally, in addition to the elements described above, a directory Web site

constructed according to the present invention may include any number of descriptive terms

that are related to the directory Web site in the directory Web site's metatags. The metatags

30 attempt to cover all possible related product searches and increase the ranking achieved when a

user does an initial search on a search engine that utilizes an algorithm, which takes into

7
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few;
*

account metatags.

As seen in Fig. 2, the directory Web site also preferably contains a link from each

directory to the home page. This link allows a user who locates a directory using a

conventional search engine to easily locate other directories corresponding to other goods and

5 services by viewing the home page. The home page provides an overall index of directory

Web sites. Additionally, the directory web site preferably contains links to related directory

Web sites or Web sites providing general information about the goods and/or services that are

the subject of the directory Web sites or trade associations.

Once a specific goods or services directory desired by the user is located using a

10 conventional search engine or accessed directly if the site directory is already known to the

user, the particular layout of the general aspects of the present invention allow a user to

quickly and readily search through the information contained on the directory Web site. As
* g ~

m seen in Fig. 3, in addition to providing the rollover popup window, which provides added

supplier information when the user pre-selects the link by placing his/her cursor over a given

US5 link, if the user activates the link to a specific goods or services provider listed in the

directory, a separate internet browser window appears 30. This separate window allows the

user to navigate through this potential supplier's Web site while easily returning to the

W directory page by simply closing the new window 30 or selecting the still active separate

Internet browser window, which continues to display the directory Web site. This setup

20 eliminates the need to press the "back" link on a browser to return to the directory Web site.

Moreover, any number of such extra windows 30 may be open at any one time such that the

user may view the Web sites of many suppliers of a good or service at any given time. This

allows a user to quickly and easily narrow down the particular supplier he/she wishes to

choose to contact regarding providing him/her with the goods or services he/she requires.

25 Moreover, since the supplier's Web site appears within a new Internet browser window,

closing the new Internet browser window that displays the supplier's site automatically returns

the user to the Internet browser window that displays the directory Web site. This feature is

unlike conventional search engines where, if the user closes the browser containing the

supplier's Web site where the supplier's Web site is being displayed, one must reopen and

30 return to the search engine.
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The above description is considered that of the preferred embodiments only.

Modifications of the invention will occur to those skilled in the art and to those who make or

use the invention. Therefore, it is understood that the embodiments shown in the drawings

and described above are merely for illustrative purposes and not intended to limit the scope of

the invention, which is defined by the following claims as interpreted according to the

principles of patent law, including the Doctrine of Equivalents.


